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Meaning of “Traffic Removal”

1. Pedestrianisation (usually 

shared with cyclists)

2. Filtered permeability (separating 

modes to give some an 

advantage over others)

3. Reductions in road capacity, 
or re-routing to remove 
through-traffic



www.trafficremoval.uk



We Know: 1

Filtered permeability reduces 

traffic generation and causes 

modal shift

• Causal effect difficult to quantify, but clear 

evidence from: Burgos, Vitoria-Gasteiz, 

Groningen, Cambridge



We Know… 2

Pedestrianisation increases 

pedestrian footfall, retail 

spending and property values

• UK evidence quite old.  Most robust study 
(comparing two streets) from Hong Kong

• No evidence to support re-introduction of 
traffic in UK towns



We Know… 3

Parking reduction and control 

reduces traffic generation –

and can reduce car ownership

• Residential and destination parking both 

important.  Evidence doesn’t support 

claims about negative impact on retail.



We Know… 4

‘Shared Space’ has been 

overhyped

• Claims about modal shift and reductions in 

casualties do not stand up to serious 

scrutiny.  Creates problems for vulnerable 

pedestrians, particularly where traffic 

volumes are high



We Know… 5 When roads are 

closed some traffic is 

displaced, some ‘disappears’

• Effect is clear.  Why? Reasons are not well 

understood...

• New research project funded by Taunton 

Deane Council & Rees Jeffreys Road 

Fund is aiming to answer those questions



We Know… 6

Traffic removal provokes 

widespread opposition

• European cities no different from British 

cities in that respect.



We Know… 7

The politics of implementation is 

difficult for British local authorities 

but some are making progress:

www.trafficremoval.uk
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